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ABSTRACT 
Interactive robots are increasingly being deployed in public spaces         
that may differ in context from moment to moment. In the field of             
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), researchers developed various      
communication strategies for facilitating smooth communication      
in line with the progress of natural language processing         
technology. However, signal analysis and processing of       
verbalizations has been limited in exploration. Most sophisticated        
text-to-speech (TTS) technologies have also not yet focused on         
taking into account the various contexts in generating a robot’s          
speaking voice. In this paper, we outline specific contextual         
influences that should be taken into consideration when        
modulating a robot’s voice. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Imagine walking into a hotel lobby on a busy Saturday morning           
and being greeted by the concierge. What does their greeting          
sound like in this noisy context, compared to a quiet weekday           
evening? What if you are 5 metres away, compared to 1 metre            
away? How might their voice change, if you approach them with a            
sigh, exhausted from your travels? What if you are 5 years old?            
Communication robots are increasingly being designed as devices        
to serve as greeters, office assistants, librarians, teachers, domestic         
laborers, and emotional companions; they are becoming a part of          
daily life [1]. Recent robots can use verbal information to          
communicate with humans, such as chatbots [2], supported by         
significant advances in natural language processing. Researchers       
in the field of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) have developed         

communication strategies (e.g., politeness markers for giving       
advice [3], asking people for help [4]) for facilitating smooth          
communication and building good relationships with people. The        
content of a robot’s speech during communication has been well          
explored in the HRI field, yet the fine signal analysis and           
processing of verbalization has been limited in exploration, such         
as volume, speech rate, pauses, lengthening of vowels and         
formant modulations. For instance, people routinely and       
volitionally modulate their voice in social contexts such as         
striking up a new friendship, arguing, or making an emotionally          
charged speech. A well modulated voice carries considerable        
information about the message and speakers, including their        
emotions [5]. However, most sophisticated text-to-speech (TTS)       
systems target a “normal” speaking voice and do not focus on           
context-dependent speech voices. To realize a human-like       
communication robot, it is necessary to consider not only speech          
content but also speaking voice generation considering contextual        
information. Thus, in this paper, we outline the specific contextual          
influences that should be taken into consideration when        
modulating a robot’s speaking voice. 

2 CONTEXTUAL FACTORS 
We list the following contextual factors related with the         
appropriateness of the speech voice. Figure. 1 illustrates the         
external, contextual factors to be considered when generating a         
speaking voice. 
 

 
 

Fig 1. External, contextual factors affecting a speaker’s voice 
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A. Social 
Social relationships between interlocutors strongly influence their       
speaking voice. For instance, people communicate differently       
depending on their type of relationship, e.g., the way a person           
talks to friends is different from the way he/she talks to a stranger,             
to a pet, or to a police officer [6] . Katerenshuk et al. [7] indicated               
that it is possible to distinguish friends from family on the basis of             
some low level lexical and acoustic signals. Similar results were          
reported from another study [8] that examined the speech of a           
speaker as she spoke to different conversational partners, finding         
significant differences in pitch (F0) and normalized amplitude        
quotient (NAQ) depending on the relationship between the        
speaker and her conversational partner. In addition to the intimacy          
of the interlocutors, speech voice also changes depending on the          
purpose of utterance (e.g., teaching, pursuading, and establishing        
a relationship [9]). In the application of a commercial humanoid          
robot Pepper1, three vocal styles are available, including didactic.  
 
B. Environmental  
Communication robots and agents are expected to be active in a           
variety of environments, and these environments also affect our         
speaking voice. For example, in a quiet environment such as a           
library, people speak quietly for only nearby listeners [10].         
Conversely, in a noisy environment, like a cafeteria, people speak          
louder than in quiet situations because a normal speaking voice is           
difficult to be heard clearly. In [11], we found that the same voice             
can be perceived at different levels of appropriateness depending         
on whether the background noise is a cafeteria or an office [11].            
In addition to the aspect of the noise level from environments,           
distance can play a role, such as a tour guide speaking to a group              
compared to a single person. Furthermore, there are differences in          
speaking voice between formal and informal situations. Bodo et al          
[12] found that in formal speech, Korean speakers lowered the          
variability of their acoustic signal, average fundamental frequency        
and pitch range. 
 
C. Cognitive  
In this subsection, we describe the cognitive aspects of generating          
a speaking voice. People change their speaking voice (e.g.,         
fundamental frequency level, rate of speech) to make it easier for           
the interlocutor to understand and listen clearly in various         
contexts [13]. In the case of noisy environments, the concept of           
Lombard speech [14] suggests that speech rate is reduced to be           
intelligible in noisy backgrounds. In addition to the noise level of           
environments, people sometimes change their speaking voice       
depending on the interlocutor’s language ability. Specifically,       
people modulate their speech speed and other factors (e.g., pauses          
between words lengthened to easily segment words, and words         
more enunciated) to convey the information clearly. For instance,         
motherese, or infant-directed speech, includes highly varying       
pitch and grammar-specific phrase boundaries [15]. To build a         
kind communication robot who could be caring about        
interlocutors, information about a listener’s cognitive processing       
needs should to be considered when generating a speaking voice. 

 
D. Emotional  
It is known that a speakers’ own emotional state (e.g, arousal           
[16]) affects their speaking voice, and robot emotional voice has          
been relatively well studied (e.g. [17] ). At the same time, one’s            
own state of arousal is influenced by the noise level of their            
environment [18]. For example, noisy contexts lead to the higher          
state of arousal. In addition to the influences from the          
environment, emotional state tends to be affected by their         
interlocutor(s)’ emotional state, through the process of emotional        
contagion [19]. If we consider the aspect of emotional contagion          
between speakers, their emotional state will be gradually        
synchronized over time. In the application of emotional contexts,         
it may be possible to create a mood by changing the robot’s            
speech voice. This is an idea to take advantage of the emotional            
contagion ability of interlocutors to perceive the robot’s internal         
state from the speech voice as expressed information.  
 
E. Personality and cultural dialect  
An individual’s pronunciation is characterized by different       
sounds, stress, intonation, and voice qualities. The typical pattern         
of pronunciation associated with a dialect [20] is known as an           
“accent”. Furthermore, Munro et al. [21] found evidence for         
long-term changes in the perception of accent change in         
Canadians who had moved to Alabama as adults, and this study           
showed that the Canadians living in Alabama sounded more         
American than the Canadians living in Canada; however, they         
also still spoke distinctly from their Alabaman counterparts,        
meaning that they had developed an intermediate       
American-Canadian accent. It is also said that developing an         
intermediate own preferred dialect may also be defined as a kind           
of personality. Cultural competence is a well known requirement         
for effective healthcare and communications [22]. The       
interlocutors’ personality and culture dependent speaking voice       
including dialects may be considered to facilitate smooth        
communication and establish a good relationship. 

3 FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we outlined the specific contextual influences that          
should be taken into consideration when modulating a robot’s         
speaking voice. Contextual factors sometimes affect each other, so         
difficulties still remain to confirm the impact of each context in           
generating the appropriate speech voice. However, from the        
knowledge of human-human interaction, generating speaking      
voice considering context will bring a great benefit to push          
forward research in HRI. Thus, we suggest gathering data from          
human-human scenarios in various contexts and applying results        
to human-robot scenarios as a necessary next step. Technologies         
that perceive the outlined contextual information must also be         
developed to build an adaptive TTS system, for example,         
surmising the relationship between the robot and the interlocutor,         
and detect the social context information (e.g., cafeteria or train          
station, formal or informal).  

1
https://qisdk.softbankrobotics.com/sdk/doc/pepper-sdk/ch6_ux/chap1.html 
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